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PROBLEM7
HCDlFICATIONSTO THE LANGUAGE"ORlUN"
1. INTRODUCTION
Interacti ve Engi neeri ng Pty. Ltd. of Parramat t a , NSW, has developed a
mathematical modelling language called ORlON (Brander and Royle, 1985). ORlON
is a member of the class of languages which includes PkOLOG (Sammut and Sam-
mut , 1983a,b), in that it has both a declarative ar.o procedural semantics.
The declarati ve s emant cs consists of a high level description of the set of
mathematical and logi ea I relationships in the model, t ogot.her wi th a represen-
tation of these reletionships in the form of a network. The procedural seman-
tics consists mainly of a basic strategy for calculating desired unknown
parameters of the modeI gi ven a set of known parameters by searching the com-
putational network. In addi tion, there are a number of' specialized evaluators
which are called in ,;hen the basic evaluator is unabl to proceed. The spe-
cialized evaluators include, among others, an Lt er ator and a simultaneous
equation solver.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem posed to the Mathematics-in-Industry Study Group is the
specification of a s peol al Lzed evaluator which can be used when the computa-
tion is indeterminate in detail, but does in fact contain enough information
to produce a solution. For example, suppose the model consists of the two
equations
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A B + C
B + C 5
and the command is given to find A. There is not i nt or-matl on to determine
ei ther B or C, but it is clear by inspection that A hds the value 5. A list
of six examples was prov I deo by Interactive Engineering, involving combina-
tions of arithmetic an c logical operations.
3. BACKGROUND
A model in ORlON 15 represented as a network. Each variable or constant
is represented by a t crmi na.l node. Terminal nodes are connected by computa-
tional links expressing the mathematical relationships between them. A given
variable is representeci by only one node. If it parti.cipates in a number of
equations, it will have several computational links: one for each equation.
When computation of a variable is requested, a breadth first search is
started at the node of that variable. When the search reaches a computational
link wi th more than two branches, the search is split arid proceeds along both
branches. When the search reaches a terminal node with Cl definite value (con-
stant or variable with a value assigned), the value is sent back along the
path. When two or more values arrive at a computational link, the computation
is performed and the calculated value sent along. For' example, if a link
expresses X + Y = Z and X and Z are passed through it, the output at the Y arm
is correctly computed as Z - X. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
x + Y = 5 Y = 2 FInd X
FIgure I: ComputatIon In Orlon
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The problem presented is expressed in the networ-k representation in Fig-
ure 2. The value J cannot pass the plus link, because there is only one arm
determi ned , The s earch is sai d to be blocked at that poi nt .
••
?, Blocked
A=8+C 8+C=5 FInd A
Figure 2: A Blocked Computation
A number of problems other than the one submitted were raised by the
group, including:
1. Computational stability. What does the system do about situations such
as
B
A = c::o
where Band C - D are of order 1, but C and D are of order 109, or a sys-
tern of simultaneous equations which is nearly degenerate?
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2. What happens in a nonlinear system with more than one solution?
3. How does it recogn i ze and deal with under or over+-de t. ermi ned systems?
4. Can we guarantee termination of the computation?
5. What are the conver-gence characteristics of the i terati ve techniques in
different kinds or pr-obl ems?
6. Is there a comprehensive trace-back facility so it is possible to follow
how the solution was arrived at?
7. Can we characterize (and automatically recognize) classes of problems for
which the system as stated provides reliable and comprehensible solu-
tions?
4. SOLUTION
As it turned out, there was sufficient interest and experti ze in the
problem as stated that some progress could be made. The main body of theory
found to be relevant was automatic algebra such as that used in the MACSYMA
system, automatic theorem proving, and the theory of graph isomorphisms.
Two general points were made:
1. It is not possible to use floating point values as constants in automatic
algebra. Any constants used must be integers.
2. Small logic problems can be solved by exhaustive enumeration of truth
tables. This is vel'y simple and could be practical for systems with up
to 5 or 6 variables.
A general strategy for solving the problem was suggested.
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1. Detect the situation.
theory of algebraic
the number of degrees
1 system has a finite
2. Identify a portion of the network as a candidate or simplification.
number of solutions. A one-dimensional system has a r.e -par-araet er- family of
solutions, and so or .. A path in the network through n'.ich a solution can be
sent must repres ent.ero-dimensi onal sys tern.
3. Perform s imp.lLii cat ions .
4. Recognize the ~'ltion.
The first point was addressed.
Points two anc our could be addressed using
dimension. An al get- c system has a dimension which
of freedom in select of variables. A zero dimensi
If a comput at io: is blocked and there is any hop",
be more than one PI)' -nt i al path through. It would
subsets of these pat
sequence of increas
solution, there must
possible to classify
dimension. A solution could
by dimension, then choose SUbSH for simplification in
recognized when the
algebraic simplifica ons , It was discovered that a nur.ner- of simplifications
could be performed s i ruLar to those performed in MACSH:':.. The simplifications
corres pond to the I of ar i thmeti c or to alge brai c .ont i ti es . Some of the
simpl ifi cati ons i den tl ri ed are shown in Figur es 3 and
Using i oent.i t.i ec v.uch as these, it was possible solve all six of the
example problems s ubn.i t.t ed , using a disciplined hand ~Ol·tLllation. It therefore
appears that it woul o De feasible to perform the s imp.l r ri ca t ions by computer.
dimension of a s ubs y.s rem has been reduced to zero.
Most of the ef'f cr of the group was focussed on int 3, performing the
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An algori thin for "he expression of a graph in bi +connect ec components
(Sedgwick, 1983, pp -392), was found to be useful in identifying parts of
the network as candi cat.es for simplification.
5. CONCLUSION
A plausibly programmable approach to the "blocked network" problem was
found usi ng the t heor y of algebrai c simpl if icati on and of graph i smorphi sms.
The network r epr-es ent.at. ion of mathemati cal and logi cal systems seems to be a
very convenient one for' such problems.
x y =
A+6=6+A
(a)
x*y + x*z x*y + x"z
=
x
(b)
A * (6 + C) = A * 6 + A * C
Figure 3
S1mplif1catlon Using The laws of Ar1thmetic
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x y z
~
(a)
Redundant Additions
a-b -[}- d-e
I a-c-o-b
-{]- d-b
=
a-c
(b)
A More Complex Identlty
Figure 4
Simplification Using Algebraic Identities
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